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Space

Both Friday and Saturday nights
September 29-30
First 20 dancers in free
Doors open at 8:30
Admission
Students 31.00
w/FN~I ID plus guest
P11blic 32.00
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Makoro of Hand Modo
Indian Jowolry
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FORSALE
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'l~~-:>987.
10120
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Burroughs Corporation
Our business is data and word recording, computation, processing and communications management.
Our range of products is one of the broadest and most
advanced in the data processing industry, and is
complemented by a strong and successful range of
office products.
According to objective industry sources, Burroughs
has moved into SECOND position in the data
processing industrY in the value of computer
equipment shipped in the United States. This is
considerable progress when you consider we were in
eighth or ninlh position then years ago.
Our strong confidence in continued growth is based
on the increasing strength of our entire organization,
on the success of our current program of new product
introductions, and on constantly growing market
opportunities.
We are offering opportunities to individuals with the
following majors to learn more about our successful
team:
• Computer Science
•Information Systems
Location of facility:
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
We will be on the University of New Mexico Campus,.·
Thursday, October 5, 1978. Sigh up at the Career
Services Center NOW!
An Equal Opportunity Employer MIFIH

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1 Tourists'

aids
5 Fat

9 Subsequent
14 Came to rest
15 T.M.
16 Coat
17 Printing ma·
chines

19 Tin alloy
20 Body part
21 Andiron
23 Ratify
24 Feels angry
toward
27 Insect
29 lncan
31 Expel
35 Entire
37 Toast
39 Mugwump
40 Illumination
source

42- of Honor
44- -avail:
Useless
45 Lifeless: Archaic

47 Colombian
money
49 Oath
50 Spanish title
52 Struggle
54 Two
56 Enlisted
59 Reverberate

52 Letter
64"--ls

UNITED Feature Synd1cate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved·

Born"

65 Metal alloy
67 Great skill
70 Tam's rela·
tive

71 W. German
city
72 Iowa city
73 Unkempt
74 Stalk
75 Minus
DOWN
1 Of the
cheekbone
2 Straighten
3 N. Pacific
fish: 2 words
4 Purloined
5 House pest
6 Cut off
7 Elderly
8 Chesi
9 Dwelling
unit: Abbr,
10 Meat
vessel
11 Common
shrub
12 Lab heater
13 Rod and 18 Serves
22 Supreme
being
25 Canocks or
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33 Italian river
34 Think: Ar·
chaic

35 Sorrowful

36
38

41
43

Word
Fabric
Try
Suggested
Bereft of

46 ~ Ia-Ia
48 Asian in·

Ill

A proposal to i>rohibit students
from repeating classes in which they
received a C or better is now being
considered by the faculty Senate.
Spearheaded by the Admissions
and Registration Committee of the
Senate, the move is ab attempt to
correct ''some of the academic
abuses and absurdities permitted
under the present regulation.''
according to a memo written by
Professor William Johnson of
biology, chairman of the com·
mittce.
Presently a student may repeat a
course without special permission
but may receive credit only once.
The higher grade received is figured
into the student's GPA.
According to the proposed plan,
undergraduate students may repeat
a course in which a grade of D or F
was earned, but all grades from all
attempts will be used to calculate
the student's GPA.

The welcome mat will be out at UNM Saturday for a Parents' Day
program crowded with academic, cultural, social and athletic events.
Among the highlights of Parents' Day will be lectures; live music
and dance performances; open houses in academic departments,
dormitories, galleries and museums, and a Lobo football game.
Lecture topics range from organized crime to Louis XIV and from
sociology careers to Abraham Lincoln, and many professors will
speak on various academic fields.
All events are free except for the football game, scheduled to begin
at 7:30p.m. at University Stadium, and a luncheon, set for I 1:30 a.m.
in the Student Union.
Parents of current and prospective students, and all other interested
persons, will be welcome. Registration will begin at 8 a.m. and will
continue through 4 p.m. in the foyer of the Fine Arts Center, which is
located northeast of the corner of Central and Yale. Free parking will
be available.
A schedule of events, as well as maps and other information, will be
available at registration.
UNM President William E. Davis
greet guests at a reception
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Wl!St wing of Zimmerman Library.

will
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Red Wings
26 Drug from
orchids
28- Aviv
30 Art subjects
32 Working extra hours: 2

Ban on repeats
being discussed

Parents to visit

or

ACROSS

Founder of the All Space
Peace Movement William J.
Ferrarini said he was from
the planet "No-Bombs," and
is protesting against nuclear
weapons.

By BILL ROBERTSON
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the original sponsor of fracl ion
grading at UNM.
B~rthold said, "The grading
allows a professor to delineate a
student's performance more finely,
By adding plus and minus symbols,
a professor can go from 5 grades 10
13 grades.
"It is a more fair evaluation
system," he said.
Faculty Senate member Michael
Zeilik, assistant professor of
physics and astronomy, is opposed
10 fraction grading. He said, "The

The implementation of "t'ractioned" grading, which would
allow plus and minuses, at the
undergraduate level will be the sole
topic of discussion at a general
faculty meeting within a month,
said Anne Brown, university
secretary. The date has not yet been
set.
The meeting was called at the
request of Richard M. Berthold,
assistant professor of history and
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51 Foreign
53 Chaste
55 Smells
57 Makes less
difficult
58 Garment
59 Declines
60 Canadian In·
dian

61 Hounds'
quarry
63 Building
sign
66 Eyelid prob·
lem
66 Letter
69 Wood

Laboratory reveals
paraquat test kits

The new policy will permit
students to repeat classes in which
they earned a C or better, but only
for audit status.
The proposal was first aired
before the Faculty Senate at its last
meeting of the spring • semester
1978. That attempt mel with little
success, said Greg Marley, a
student member of the Admissions
and Registration Committee,
because the original draft of the
plun was badly worded.
"Over the summer Dean
(William) Huber (University
College) rewrote the plan," said
Marley, "which will go before the
Senate at its next meeting."
"There
was
widespread
agreement among the committee
members that the present rule has
been sidely abused by those with the
time and. resources to repeat a
class," said Marley.
"As it stands now, if a person
takes a course and gets a C, then

grading would set up a false sense
of precision in grading students.
The rcliabilily is not good enough
to make one-third grade distinctions between students,'' he ,~aid.
"We would be telling people that
we c;m evaluate students 111orc
finely than we are able to dn,"
Zeilik said.
Berthold said he gathered enough
sign;ttures from faculty members to
request a special meeting after lwo
fraction grading proposals were
defeated in a voice-vote last spring.
The general faculty will decide
whether to put the proposals back
on the Faculty Senalc agenda for
reconsideration.
If the proposals arc placed on the
faculty Senate agenda and arc again
defeated, a vote by mail to the
cmire faculty will probably take
place, said Registrar Fred M.
Chreist.
For frnction grading to be implemented, 50 per cent of the
faculty must vote, and a simple
majority must approve the final
proposal.
The first plan was drawn up by
the Admissions and Registration
committee, which is composed of
faculty,
administrators
and
students.
Under this proposal, the Faculty
Senate would institute aU niversitywide regulation requiring
instructors to submit two sets of
course grades.
One set, adhering to the present
five-letter grade system, would be
entered on student transcripts and
would be used in the computation
of GOA's.
A second set of unoffical grades
using fractions would be assigned
by faculty as if the University were
operating under a fraction grading
system.
continued on p,ilga 9

eontlnood on page 9

are not all effective
By MARKCOOK
Home paraquat testing kits have appeared on the market capitalizing on
fears by marijuana smokers who learned last May that Mexican pot fields
were contaminated with the chemical. The herbicide paraquat has been
sprayed on fields since 1975 as part of a U.S. sponsored program to curb
marifuana usage.
Schoenfeld Clinical Laboratory, an independent Albuquerque testing
service, does biochemical analysis. Schoenfeld has recently been testing
smokers' samples of pot for contamination of paraquat.
Manufacturers of 12 .test kits requested that the lab evaluate the effectiveness of their products. Four kits were found to be reliable.
Paraquat detection in a well-equipped laboratory requires about two
hours of work by a trained technician, said Schoenfeld employee Gale
Wold, _
"A lot of the companies didn't go to a lot of expense putting these kits
together" Wold said.
One kit Which was proven not to work was the Para Kit Stash Test Kit
manufactilred by Proton Products. It contained one squeeze bottle of clear
liquid, which along with several small tools, was to sell for about seVen
dollars. The kit ca_me with a guarantee to detect about 10 parts per million
of paraquat in marijuana. Wold said that it wouldn't even dete~t 200 parts
per million.
"A lot of the companies were in a hurry to tell us how to report our
results,'' said Wold, "They couldn't even pronounce the chemicals they
(their kits) used."
''Of the procedures that do work you almost have to be in laboratory
conditions to get good results,'' he said.
One or the kits created such a bad odor that nothing but a fume hood
would proteci the testor from discomfort, he added.
. ,
Wold said he doubted if any of the twelve kits were on the market.
In July the Food and Drug Administration declared that paraquat
testing kits were medical devices and would therefore be subject to approval by the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta. Apparently none of

WARNING!
Contains TOXIC and CAUSTIC substances!
Read all warnings on containers
and in instructions!
1) Keep out of the reach of clllldreill
2) Do not store .near food or eating. & cooking
utensils,
,
3) Store in a cool drY place.

Smoking any material contaminated w>!h
Paraquat may cause lung damage. Se! er
makes no guarantees that U11s tes! ,.,.
prevent lung darnage.

Many paraquat testing kits have hit the market since the herbicide scare. A warning label
on a kit may indicate the chemicals, used are mote harmful than the paraquat.

continued on page 8
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S. Africa chooses ne\N prime minister
(apr !Dv.,u, South Alri<.a (liP!)
'><>uth Africa\ rulin!\ National
!'arty I hur;uay d1mc Pictcr W.
Botha, a lnudlinc ;upporter or the
~~oH'rriHli."Ill'~

rn~:(.'

poli~.:ie~,

to

•,uc·cccd ailiug John Vor;tcr a;
prim<' mint;tcr. llc promptly
pleclgc·d to nl/llinuc the party'; line.
llotha, 62, kau and bald, ha;
bn·n del en'<: mini;tcr lot 12 year;.
lit• pr<uni,cd a ;Iron~ "law and
o1d~·r" adm1ni\dration and a
"po•1il.ivl" .. policy ill rai;..!C rcaltion".o.
11111 pat tv '<lllll'c' 'aid thi' would
not mcttn anv ~ignifkant relaxation
in apanhdll racial 'egrcgalion.

Botha t<>ld ''new' wnlcrcncc he
rlanncd no tmmcdintc ~:abinet
change' ant! WlJUitl ratain hh
dcknw miniltry portfolio. l !c ;aid
he would not change rarty pol icy
Wttlwut dhcu"ion with the cabinet.
The new rrimc minister was not
the porular choice and when he
appeared after his victory, a
multiracial crowd of 2,000 greeted
him with angry shout:; of "We
want Pik! We want Pik! • a
rcl'ercncc w Both a's defeated
oproncnt, Foreign Minister R<Jclof
"Pik" Both a, no relation.
l'ik llotha ha<.l80 percent support

from white voters polled in national
.surveys. Aut he won the fewest
caucus votes.
The other contender, Black
A ffai r1 Minister Connie Mulder,
ran close behind the new prime
minister. On lhc first ballot, Pietcr
Botha rolled 78 vote, Mulder won
72 and Pr k Botha 22. On the second
ballot - in which the third-placed
comendcr is eliminated - Pictcr
Botha mad.e 98 and Mulder 74. This
meant the r·oreign mtntster
delivered 20 of his 22 votes to
secure Botha' s vktory.
Both
defeated candidates
promptly pledged thzir loyalty and

support for the new prime mini1tcr
-- a closing of Af'rikancr ranks in
the face of world hostility toward'
Pretoria's race policies.
Vorster earlier was selected
unanimously for the ceremonial job
of ~tate president.
Botha j, Hte fifth Afrikaner
leader in the 30 years since the
National Party won power and
launched its apartheid program.
Sporting red and white car·
nation.; on his light brown suit,
Botha waved and smiled broadly
from the steps or the 100-ycar-old,
white-columned parliament
building; and immediately outlines

II

l'nur goals.
He said he v.,anted orderly
government and honest publk
administration.

ran
en1n
Storewide Sale!
4.44

The third aim was "to apply
positive policy to improve the
relation' bet ween our different
population commumttes, taking
into account the inalienable right of
self-determination of all peoples."
Party sources said it was too
early to say if thLs offered a deemrhasi' of racial segregation, but
they doubted it.

World News
Deadline missed
Washington (UI'I) - Saying
there was "almost a complete
'hutdown of rail service" in the
United States, President Carter
named an emergency board
Thursday to wot'k ()llt u prompt
settlement between striking
workers and the railroad,,
"Thb will take the railway
workers back on the job," Carter
told a news conference.
"1 r there is any opposition lll this
action, then l would not hesitate to
go into federal court to enforce it--·
I believe this is the first .>tcp to
getting our railway service back
into operation in our countrv."
Caner acted under the National
Railway Labor Act that provides
for an emergency board to investigate disputes and report back"
to the president within 30 days.
It does not specifically give him
powers to order the strikers back to
work but officials believed that
would be the result while
negotiations arc under way.
The White House said the threemember board would consist of
Paul Hanlon of Portland, Ore.,
who has served as chairman of four
earlier emergency boards: Jerre
Williams of Austin, Texas, a vice
president of the National Academy
of Arbitrators, and Jacob
Seidenberg of Falls Church, Va., an

14 Karat gold chains and wristletsa popular twosome
for giving and getting!
a. Serpentine wristlet, from '17.50
b. Venetian box chain, fi'Oill '55.00
c. Venetian box wristlet, from '27.50
d. Serpentine chain, from '25.00

Mandarin
Cuisine
with a''
Fine
American
Touch
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UlustrallonS onlarged.

318 Central S.W. • 263 Montgornery Plaza
63 Win rock Center • 752 Coronado ·Ccrltcl'
• 901 Sunset Hoad, S.W. •
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attorney and member; of the
Arbitrators Academy. Hanlon will
b~ the chairman.
The 'trike ()vcr job displacement
of derks in the face of automation
begun two month' ago at the
Virginia-based
Norfolk and
Wc\tcrn railway following two
year; of tal h.
l'rc;idcnt Fred Kroll of the
Brotht•rhood of Railwav and
Airlines Clerks is,ued a" brief
\tatcmcnt ai'ler Carter·~ announcement but said nothing about
ending the strike.
"BRAC will determine its course
of future action on the basis of the
nature of the government's
guarantees of a variet.y of
protection for all railroad workers
on Norfolk and Western," Kroll
said.
On Tuesday picket.> extended the
stike to 43 railways with "interchange" arrangements with
N&W, and on Wednesday the strike
emcom passed all 73 rail roads that
have been providing the N& W with
$800,000 a day in mutual strike
assistance.
Carter made his announcement
after negotiators, working against a
noon deadline, failed to settle the
di.sputc Ihat has snarled passenger
and freight traffic in parts of 42
states.

TOM PETTY
AND THE HEARTBREAKERS
Youjrc Gomm Get II

for all7.981ist LP's and tapes

ERA push

in Senate
Washington (UPI) Senate
Derm,cratic Leader Robert Byrd,
prodded
by a Republicar1
maneuver, Thursdar called up for
lloor action the house-passed bill w
extend the rali fi~aticm deadline for
the ['qual Rights Amendment.
At the same time, Byrd filed a
motion to cut off any lilibustcr.
A vote on this will come an hour
after the Senate meet; Saturdav,
and require<, 60 votes to carry.
Byrd offered to \\ork out a time
agreement for a final vote on the
mca,urc itself, but Sen. Ted
Stevens, R-Alaska, 'aid he would
object w that.
Only 35 of the required 38 ;tates
have ratified the Women's Rights
Amendment, and backers say there
b no hope of adding three states
before the current deadline in
March.
The Senate will take up directly
the house-passed bill which would
extends the ratification period for
three years and three months, until
J unc 30, 1982.
At least two amendment efforts
arc expected - one to allow states
which have ratified to rescind their
action;, the other to require a twothirds majority for Senate passage
of the extension_
Byrd's action was triggered by
Sen. Lowell \Vcickcr, R-Conn.,
who moved to take up the
legislation.
Byrd countered by moving to
adjourn the Senate for 10 seconds
which carried 54-35 and killed
Weickcr's attempt. Weicker was
backed by all Republicans.
Wcicker said R~publicans- who
have been blamed for holding up
the bill - voted solidly to proceed
and that "no amount of rhetoric
can erase what has just happened
here."
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Las Campanas, the junior
honorary, will have a pot-luck
supper on Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at
680S Bonnie Court. A map will be
available at the information desk in
the SUB.

*****
NOW IIERE THIS EDITORIAL SUBMISSIONS POLICY; Any
chartt~rad or!JBIIir~tion or campus sroup may submit an·
nouncamfJIItS of avonrS' or special mefttlngs to tho
llffWSruom. Room 138. Marfofl Half, Tht!l Lobo will auampr ro
publ{sh not/cas the day l>afortJ. iUI_d rhe day of tho mooting
but NO GUARANTEE OF PUBLiCATION IS MADE. Thr~
editors suggo;.t that woups wishing to publicfza/mportanr
avam.s purc/!asa appropfioro <tdvltrt/sing to f1Ullrantfffl
p~blic;lition.

'

·I" Hf~ hHEWI nHarhr ~(i yea•·~ stw.e :~ s~:!t Tr:yt.• ;•: ~-j -::\Hs&ro:lfn ana~ 'lf:.-'1:1
qw~~~ upp~encnsrve. My bratn, t i~:~a. nrught be defined as virgin terrrtorv.
Howeve-. ! was fortunate to be enrolled in a French class that was small

The New Me:<ico Wheelmen arc
scheduling bicycle rides every
Sunday morning at 9. There are
two-hour rides and four-hour rides.
Starting point is Popejoy Hall box
office.

mmslated, means, "Welt thank goodness the mailman finally got
here!"

By Martin Nix
Albuquerque has another first, the tastes~ growmg electrioity rates
with a percentage mcreaseo13i ,7.
Well, the local Public Service Company really has the wind indust<y
upsel. If PNM has it thetr way, they will purchase home-produ::;ed
electri~;ity a~ onl~· one-fourth to one-third of the vatue the~· sel' to
home5.
PNM is fearful people just might put up wind sola< generators if rates
skyrocket. Since, in effect, the cost of batteries is eliminated with
utility interface, the wind industry has been concentrating on systems.
which can sell electricity backwards essentially causing the meter to run
backwards.
PNM claims that \'Vith home-produced electricity their "cost of
genmauon equipment" is not covered. ln other words, coalioiHnuclear
power plants remain idle and non-profit making. when the wind
blows ... and could force PNM to divest itself of "excess generation
capacity" or take a financial foss.
With the increase of home-produced energy, the wind industry view
hydro-electric power with increased importance. Unlike thermal plants,
dams are kenetic energy and can be cut on and off like water.
Hydroelectric dams, many of which were built as a depression-era
energy solution, are excellent wind/solar backups. The water just backs
up in the lake until needed.

Wind also produces another advantage in that there is no construction-work-in-progress cost. Presently, it takes several years to
build a pwoer plant before it is revenue producing. During that time
interest has to be paid on borrowed money. Wind, on the other hand'
produces revenue imme::liate!y upon installation.
'
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George Petecs ltiU speak on
HEINE and the "Myth ofPa\sion"
today at noon in room 235 of the
Humanities building.

*****

*****

DOC (Disabled on Crunptls)
today from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
m room 253 of the SUB. Officers
\\ill be elected and future plans will
be discussed. Any interested
persons arc encouraged to auend.
For more information call Leslie at
299-4713.
~cets

The Honors Center \\ill host a
coffee session today from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Honors Center Lounge.
The event will feature New Mexico
author Norman Zollinger who will
speak about his book, "Riders to
Cibola."

Tonighl. is demoru;trstion night at
the UNM D;lllromn Dance Club
gathering. Admission is free and
everyone is welcome from 7:30 to
9:30 in the SUB Ballroom.

*****

*****

t'nitcd Ministries Center will
hold weekend communion services
today from 3 to 3:40p.m.

*****
The ASI.:NM SpCllkers Com·
m•ttee will meet today al 3 p.m. j n
wom 231 of the SUB.

Anniversary Stereo Sale

W{j.f!"l3.

Wind advantages

ASONM invites art students to
contribute artwork for ASUNM
executive committees. Students will
receive payment for their oontributions. Interested students
should speak with Rutl1 the
department secretary.

*****

H IJdson's Audio on Menaul starts 8th year serving you!

"Ah. voila' le facteur'' ·my voice rang with conviction. (This. loosely

But my pronunc~auon, I so(ln discovered, was a dialect all its own. It
should have been perfectly clear to me that, according to the textbook,
while the American "r" is "characterized as a palatal spirant,." the
French "r" is a "clear fricative" with "no labia! feature." Perfectly clear.
The book further advised that a helpful exercise in learning to
pronounce the insurmountable French "r'' was to voice it in a "soft,
light gargle.'' Our professor encouraged us by suggesting that we hold
a pencil between our teeth to keep our errant American tongues out of
the way.
l practiced faithfully. While doing my household chores. I would
gargle with a pencil between rny teeth, e)lclaiming, "Avez-vous du
courier pou moi?" ("Any mail for mer')
People would often ask why I'd returned to School. It was a natural
question. What made them nervous was my answer;
"To learn.''
"Yes. but .•. what are you going to do?"
l would feel vaguely guilty. Not knowing what l intended to do
seemed almost un-American. My 11-year-old daughter finally solved
the problem for me.
"My mother," she explained to her friends, "is going to go to Paris,
France, with a pencil in her mouth. She 4; going to talk to mailmen.''
C'est bon, n'est·ce pas?

*****

l·i

and umnt,mtdatJnf; c:!n1 1· was reassured to ftnd that~ even remembered
i1 fHW

*****

Phi Alpha Theta will meet today
in the history loun!le at 3:30 p.m.

Gar ASurr--So, WHENINER Dlt> ! SAY Youl> ~IKE lHE fiT?
Door Buster
Specials

DOONESBURY

Letters

Pin pops balloon
Editor:
The editorial " Deflate Balloonists" in last Wednesday's paper accomplished just that. I owe that to you, the pin did pop the balloon, but
please, don't drop them totally into the ocean.
l pose the. question: Is it man versus nature or man and money versus
nature? Am I right in assuming your stand on the issue is the latter, thus
quoting from the ari.ticle's last sentence "It takes money to be a hero?"
The article enlightened me to new .aspects concerning the flight and
also helped me to gain some insight into how I really feel about the
Double Eagle II flight. l feel money is an important factor in the making
of any hero, yet there is more to it than that. Surely, money is not the
sole necessity towards this goal of becoming a "hero," even if
becoming a "hero" is the only accomplishment in mind.
The Albuquerque balloonists in their victory to cross the Atlantic
have recieved some criticism from the media, not to mention the public.
However, compared to the personal rewards which benefited three
men in their quest, these opinions concerning the rather expenditious
journey are probably of minute significance, though I'm sure the men
aren't totally apatheic towards the remarks. Compared to the positive
feedback, critics constitute a minority of the public affected by the
flight, the outspoken, critics that is.
You said, "There is little similarity between three rich men who took
f(lur days to float over the Atlantic and a lone eagle who flew an untesting single-engine plane over the distance in 110 hours." I myself
don't see the virtue in the tact that the Spirit of St. Louis was untested.
Safety seems a logical and necessary part of any venture of this
magnitude. Perhaps, as in the case of Houdini, some iolks see danger
to be mandatory factor in any history-making evert.
Dislike for land developers, despite the claims of their technological
reasons lor existence. could sway my opinion of Ben Abruzzo regar·
d!ess of the man's personal worth. In addition, Anderoon's involvement
in a corporate money-making industry, mining, had caused me to show
indifference toward the flight. Newman, involved in a profitable investment, hang gliding, ranked third on my list of wealthy citizens
making history merely because of financial advantage. Yet, my views
on the subject have changed somewhat thanks to your article.
lt is true, some sports these days are often so overwhelmingly expensive i.e. downhill, skiing,. water skiing, hang gliding and ballooning,
that to participate in them, much less excel in them, is almost im·
possible without lots of "mula."
I agree with you in that the risks for the crew of Double Eagle II were
obliviated as much as possible, yet by no means did these precautions
exclude the change of life or death consequences.
The exploitation of the event was expected and, as usually happens,
takes away from the art or splendor of so many things. As to whether or
not the balloonists could have avoided this is something to consider,
but I wouldn't go so far as to count it against them.
One of Newton's laws in its simplest terms, "Everything tends
toward disorder" is present as an underlying natural occurrence in any
human feat. I don't see the justififcation in comparing theworth of the
Double Eagle II flight to that of Lindbergh's flight, especially in terms of
danger.
r [ don't fee! money is the only prelude to being a hero. Heroism itself
and the effort and ability to accomplish a difficult feat of nature
complies with my opinion that "man versus nature"; outweighs "man
and money versus nature" in the making of society's heroes.
Anna Orteg~

Moths replace vvo.rms
Editor·
In t_he Sept. 27 LOBO, the tront-pagG articl~; concerninr 1nre neve
gtndehnes tor_the approval of sabbaticals produce a some quesom,:;.
A wore: Wlltt which I am unfamiliar, ~competency;· wa;; useJ: 1
assumed 1: wa.s to r~present the concept of "competency ;n speliong."
A term wh1ch.could mter~~ange in this context would be ''precision."
On the sUbJeCt of prects1on: If the new, more stringent guidelines are
adopted, "a couple of moths" Will be determining Whose sabbatical is
approved. W~at do these r~~lace, a couple of worms? Can a couple of
moths e'lerCise more preciSIOn than a couple of worms? Can your
proofreader?
Stephen D. Haney

only
one each
at this
ridiculous
price!
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We have the best
sounding selection
of stereo speakers
in New Mexico!
ADS-Bose-JBL-RTR
JVC Compare

Of course
we seiVice
what we sell.
We Care!

Shop Earlyall these are
at or below
dealer cost.
Garrard 440M 39.95
Watts Parastat 1.95
Miida Receiver 79.95
Pioneer Receiver 149.95
AKG Headphone27.00
Shure M95ED Cart. 19.95
Super Stuff Too!

A-103
cassette deck
only
inc
Shure
M91ED
Fully Automatic.Single Play
with super arm

Citation Amp & Pre 793.00
Citation Amp & Pre 611.00
Citation Tuner 377.00
Bozak Spkrs. 125/pr.

159.95

Add 4% for credit card

IHIItl. Ati/FM STII£0 S1SIIII
• Pflase.lotk-loop Multiplel demodulator
achiewes st.ate.of·tbHrt len! of

Specials
on
Receivers
Specials
on
Speakers
Specials
on
Turntables

I

Specials
on
Tape Decks

NOW, I HOPS

P/&'Vli HF:.4RJ) 7!113
MMPHH.

i

I.A5T or 7/i:':'-

channel separation a1li distorticm oo

Now
Only

FM Ster!O br»dtasfs
• Automalic or blual Pmgnm Chaogl!
• Reconfilll ocrtput jack fOf liSe with a
reconfq unit
• PhOno jack to pluz in yoor system's
tam table
• lltumiraated Stereo and Program Jndicators
• Separate Bass i1IKI Treble Controls

159.95
TH-323
Pioneer-Centrex

Open
Mon-Thur
9-7
Friday9-9
Saturday 9·6

179.95

Project 100A
3-waywith
soft dome.
Reg. list 125.00

..--···

Free
T-shirts

with 15.00 minimum
purchase-while
sopply lasts
Name brand specials
throughout the store.
Some quantities
limited.

Your favorite
brands are at Hudson's
onMenaul.
JVC·Kenwood·Pioneer
Harmon Kardon·Luxman
Crown-Shure-Maxeii-TDK
AKG.Sony-Teac-TandbergBose-ADS-RTR.JBLBolivar-.Duai.·Micro Seiki·
Micro Aeoustics-GradoAudio Technica-Watts•
Discwasher-DBX-etc.

The most popular H-K
receiver now at a reduced
price. Ultrawideband for
a clean sound
only

209.95

Instant Financing up to $750.00
with approved credit card
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Saturday Special
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Buy one sandwich and get the 2nd
for just 14 (with purchase of two large drinks)

Directly A.:ross From Yale Park

2216 Central SE-265-5986

Save up to·$2.98

by Garry Trudeau
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Professor
7his is the second in a

sorit!S.

adv""~'
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TIWill O'CO~.'WR
'>omc people under 21 haw a
knack for bar-hopping and buying
P<1ckapc liquor. They've found it'>
not what th,·y do that admit> them.
but bow they do it.
"You have to he able to act,"
\aid one underage UNM >tudcnt.
Drc;;ing and acting older is a must,.
she said, but acting corn fortable in
the role h more important."

m rolling p1per1

Wr - "Niclt papu hu

I

II~

~

Join the

tHJ!JIIn·· Maklll ttJUhlg

Uller nrv~ts n 111 own ltpld!lr _ lncradlbty
CDriYIOient 75 p1pm. $3.00, 150 plpffS,

PERCE CORPS

55 75
1!1Cillllo S(Jmped, Ulf•lddUUad
tn'llelape. Mon1y back 9U<~untu flatall tn·

quinn welcome

Gat Wired

277-5907

'lo06 Acnqu1a MJdra. Santa Fe NM 87501

ATTENTION
GRADUATE STUDENTS
All those who have filled out committee applications: please return them to the GSA office,
room 209, SUB as quickly as possible.

Ci1gglc1, whhp~r> and jitters arc all
dead giveawayr,.,,
Knowing where to ~o i> important too. Certain bar> >uch as
Ncd'1, Okic's, the Hog's Breath,
etc. cater to a younger crowd.
"If you go early, to cat dinner,
they don't even card you," said one
20-year-old.
Some minors find older friends
of the opposite sex to take them
in&idc. If the minor is asked for lD,
makeshift wedding bands come in
handy because state law provides
that minors may drink in the
presence of a legal-aged parent or
spouse.
A few people of legal age accompanying a minor may also serve
as decoys.
Few busy waitresses want to card
everyone at a table, said one bar
manager. The waitress may be
satisfied by only a few legitimate
drinker's !D's.
To avoid embarrassment many
minors obtain false identification.
They lind this an effective trick and
feel less likely lobe caught.
They are caught, however, said
Sgt. Ernest Martinez of the APP
Juvenile Unit. "And more often
than you hear."
Aproximately four limes a year
the APD receives tips that phoney
identification is being produced on
or around the UNM campus.
Many magazines like "High
Times" and even "Better Homes
and Gardens" advertise mail order

idcnlifkation, an•! for a >m.all
c;hargc, !Inns will send a card With
your picture stating that the bearer
;, of legal age. The cards almost
never na<;s in public.
OUl-of-state college identification can be ordered through
the mail too, but most bars and
liquors stores won't accept
anything but an in-state t\river's
license.
Sgt. Bill Conley of the APD
White Collar Crimes Division said
the makers of false identification in
New Mexico may spend as long as
five years in jail. Out-of-slate
presses may make identification as
long as they don't know it will be
used falsely.
A fake license can be made
easily, said Conley, wit_h a Pol~ro!d
camera. The subject Simply s1ts m
front of a red background and
holds a large replica of a license in
front of his face. A hole in the
replica shows a face where .the
picture ought to be. The result 1s a
perfect duplicate of a license except
that the back of the photographic
paper is often the wrong color.
There are a few thefts from the
Department of Motor Vehicles,
police said. But the resulting
licenses are not perfect because of
the placement of the slate seal
between the picture and typed
information.
Both of these photo techniques

United Can1pus Ministry
\Vdcoming All Students
Se('king A Progressive
Christian Fellowship l

crafts violins

cost bet ween $20 and $100 and may
result in time in jail.
Some fake identification is accidently provided by the government. Minors have borrowed birth
records or altered Xerox copies of
their own and have gone through
the lines at the DMY to obtain a
license.

A UNM English professor crafts
his own violins and is writing a
book on old-time fiddlers in the
Southwest.
White, who teaches Bible
literature, technical writing and
colonial American literature, is
compiling a book about the
"ethnomusicology" of fiddles, or
simply, studying the music of ethnic
groups and regions.
White said he will probably call
his book "The Devil's Elbow,"
another name for the fiddle.
"There is no difference between

Often tricks and phony identi lication aren't necessary, Bar
owners can't question everyone
who walks in tbe door, and they
usually ignore older looking
customers, said one bar owner.
Men with beards or stocky builds
are usually left unchallenged, and
girls need only a pretty face or
something equally attractive.

While said it sounds "Indian."
"All kinds of people fiddle,"
said White, "from doctors to
guards on the While Sands Missile
Range,"
"There arc probably more
fiddlers in New Mexico per capita
than anywhere else," said White.
The style played in New Mexico
is called "Texas style" and it is
never played in Appalachia, he
said.
Appalachian style is the familiar
"hillbilly" style. Texas style is
faster and more smooth. The same

"I'm a sucker for a pretty face,"
said a liquor stoe owner. "Even if
the girl is fourteen, if she looks
like Cheryl Tiegs, I'll serve her,"
he admitted.

knowle\lge, discipline and trainil1g
to decipher, classify and transcribe
these tunes.. ,
''I'll never be a player. I'll have
to satisfy my passion by writing
about or making fiddles," said
\\'hitc.
"l have a serious desire to make
good violins. My ultimate goal is to
someday make a violin to be played
in a symphony orchestra," he said.
White, who owns 19 violins,
started his hobby by repairing them
himself.
White moved to New Mexico
from Pennsylvani'a last year. Here
he met violin-maker Sid Fleming
and studied with him.
Now he is studying under a
retired Major General, John
Honeycutt. Honeycull, who White
describes as "a real perfectionist,"
has won national competition
award~ with his fiddles.
White is now making his third
and fourth violin>.

Women are admitted more often
than men, said the owner. They arc
good for business.

Tuesday: Bible study 7:00pm
Friday: Communion 3:00pm
Music 6:30pm
R&R 7:30pm
Sunday: Meal (75~) 5:30pm
Discussion 6: 15 pm
Topic: Hc/Slw wants to do something
unethical . . .

\'Oll

find

•

What do you dor
Opl'n all wc(•h•nds for .study, n•t•rpalion and ('O!lwn.at ion,
H(•tr(•als, Co-op hou~ing, Couns(•ling lUJd LundH•on
dialogtw.~.

llarry }ohm and Vu11 Turul'r, Co-pastors
Loealion: 1801 Las Lomas Hoad NE (ON c·mnplts)
Phon(•: 247 -O·Hl7

Sgt. Martinez said, "For every
woman buying less expensive drinks
at a 'Lady's Night', two men will
follow buying drinks at a premium.
''Apparently everybody's
happy," said Martinez.. "The girl
gets the drink and the bar owner
gets the money.''

.. ..
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CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY
EMPLOYMENT

GOT THE HOTS?
Then show the world you do in your Chile Lover
T-Shirt!
The Roadrunner is rich brown, one chile is green,
letterirm and second chile are vibrant red--all permanently silk-screened on a sunny yellow shirt. Available in Adult sizes S, M, L, and X-L The shirt is a
wrinkle-resistant blend of 50% cotton-50% polyester.

Only $6.45 each-POSTPAID
AduiL

X Lorge--~

Lorge _ _~

Medium _ __

Small--

- - Interbank • Atct.l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~hp. D o t • - - - - - Sighatute:_~---------------~~-

Send shirts to=

N•~---~-----------~----~~---Street Addre"---------~~-------~-~-City/Stale/Zip---~-~~-------------~-~-Telephone------------~---------

NEW MEXICO CHILE LOVERS' SUPPLY
P.O. BOX 2434 DEPT. T 1901
LAS CRUCES, NEW MEXICO 88001

(505) 526-1777

Unique professional opportunities are available
for those graduating in
June or August 1979 in
the following fields:
Economics
Electrical &
Electronic Engineering·
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Computer Science
Chemistry
Physics
•Political Science
• i= orei gn Languages
•Foreign Area Studies
•Journalism
•international Relations
Geography
*Graduate Students
Preferred.
All assignments are in
Langley, Virginia. Some
require foreign travel. U.S.
citizenship ls required.
SEND RESUME TO:
P.O. Box 10748,
Edgemont Branch,
Golden, Colorado 80401

RESUME
APPLICATIONS
MUST BE MAILED
BY OCTOBER 5; 1978
AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

FISHER PHOTO

A fake 1.0. is a freqUently used ticket to get into bars,

jt

ATTENTION!
ATHLETES AND OTHERS
WITH ATHLETES FOOT
If our examination contirms that you have a fungous in·
feet ion of the skin of your feet, you can:
1. Advance medical knowledge
2. Maybe get rid of your infection
3. Earn a volunteer fee
The Division of Dermatology of the UniversitY of New
Mexico School of Medicine needs 75 volunteers with
athletes foot to help us test the effectiveness of a new
antifungal agent.
Patients who ate pregnant or under 18 years of age will
not be eligible for the study.
To determine if you qualify., report to the UNM Student
Health Center between 9:00 A.M. and 1:00 P.M. on
Saturday, 30 September 1978.
For further information, call Dr. Becker
nis at 277·4757.

or

Mrs. Macin-

I:
'

·.

Peter White finishes sanding the European maple backing
on his fourth violin. The UNM professor is recording South·
western fiddlers for a book on the 'devil's elbow.'
a fiddle and a violin,'' said White.. songs played in each style would
"It's just the way they are played." sound like different songs to an
White said his book is a long- untrained ear, said White.
term project, secondary to a book
In the early 20th century,
he has just finished about colonial Appalachians moVil)g west found
American literature.
their l1ddling style was influenced
Although books have been by jazz in Texas. The result was the
written about fiddlers in New Texas style.
White studied the fiddle under
England, the Appalachiad and the
West, White said Southwestern Samuel P. Bayard at Pennsylvainia
fiddlers have been neglected.
State University.
"There are a number of songs
"Bayard was the first person to
unique to the Southwest," said view the fiddle as worthy of
White.
academic recognition," said White.
\Vhite has complied a list, He wrote a fiddle book entitled,
hundreds of pages long, of every "Hill Country Tunes."
fiddle ·player and backup player
"It is academic, but it is a lot of
from New Mexico and every song
they have played ill practically
every contest since 1963, when
fiddling contests became popular in
New Mexico.
There are quite a few Chicano
fiddlers, and White said this is a
very irrtportant part of his book.
"The Mexican, American-Indian
and Anglo or Appalachian styles
arc reciprocal," said White.
For exa111plc; the "Irish Piddle's
Waltz" is called the" Indian Squaw
Walt1" and is played without a
high difficult pan in the Southwest.

INTRODUCING •••
"Nobody seems to agree on
anything in making fiddles,'' said
White, "even on the most
elementary questions. It's a mixture
of old tradition and modern
science.''
But for White, his passion for
fiddle making provides "the perfect
combination of science and art."

GLASSES &CONTACTS
MADE WHILE YOU WAIT!!!
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10% OFF
with this ad on

ALL mERCHANDISE INCLUDING:
Turquois Shop
Indian Hand nlade Jewelry
and Southwestern Jewelry
Earrings, rings, post eaalngs.
Corral, mother of pearl, obalone,
malo.chite, tiger eye

Genuine Ru;trlarr Lead Crystal
Crystal prisms, stick pins,
. mobiles, earrings, pendo.nts.
crystal balls

"One Doorwa_y, Two Shops"
Loco.ted in the SUB
Opposite the Sidewo.lk Co.fe

STl.'DY VAH.IOCS BOOKS
OF TilE WOHD OF GOD
,.,I" • \ : ,.

fficCalnffic:utln's
TURQUOIS & CRYSTAL SHOPS

((_ysto.l Shop

1:
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the GRAND OPENING of
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Paraquat

I the companies whkh dhLributed kits will be prosecuted as the issue of
I das'>ification h not clear.
I
Albuquerque paraphernalia stores Fool'.\ Paradise and The General
I Store arc not selling paraquat rest kits. Employees at both stores said they
I knew of no rlaee in town where the kits could be purchased.
I Other than Schoenfeld Laboratory, two are Albuquerque comranies in
: the raraquat testing business.
1~1\.S'I'UAI,I~ (;I~N'l'I~n S'l'OIU~
I
A mail-order ad was run in the June 15 LOBO by D&D Enterprises
( ~orn cr of' gu hank & Candelaria
1 profering a test kit called the Pot-A-Quat. The kit would testlO marijuana
1 samples at a cast of$9.95.
1 The ad was withdrawn after D&D failed to make payments.
1 D&D Enterprises is located on Silver S.E. in a small one-room office
1 containing a desk, a sewing machine, and .a plant. Print of a medieval
1 character labeled "foal" is displayed in the window.
Purchase Price
1 The ather Albuquerque business YJhich has been involved with paraquat
Coupon uood through Oct.. 8, 1978.
1 is Chemtek Laboratories.
l lo•:s not Jnl'lrtdc magu~lncs or stile books.
1 Cllerntek paid for ads to be nm in seven major university papers across
1 the country, yet it never approached the LOBO for advertising.
---------------·
The address listed for Chemtek in its ads was traced to the Jack Luce
•. Advertising agency on Uptown Blvd. When a secretary for the agency was
asked about Chemtek's location, she wasn't sure of the address. She said
that about two weeks ago people from Chemtek came in and cleaned out
their file, closing their account. However, the agency still had a list of the
advertising it did far the company.
The secretary said a lack of response may have been the reason for
Chcmtek's action. They received only four orders for the rest kit, which
included a testing vial and several pills.
Til('
of Canterbury
\
invil\'s you to Pal suppPr with us
The address for the Chemtek phone number was traced to the
Associated Telephone Answering Services System. A secretary said that
Sunday nights at G: 00.
Chcmtek's number belonged to a line which terminated at the answering
Mt•(•t otlwr ~ludenls, lwlp plan a backpacking
service. The secretary was unable to disclose the home addresses or phone
wt~·k<'lld in Taos al St. Augustint''s Lodg(•-cte.
numbers of those individuals who paid to have the line installed. Chemtek
employees couldn't be found.
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Ever wanted to work
for any of the several hundred
worldwide oil com.panies?
You can if you join us.
You can work for practically all
of the worldwide petroleum
companies when you join
Halliburton Services.
We're part of a $5.4 billion
company, Halliburton Company,
that would rank 35 on the 1978
Fortune 500 if we were a
manufacturer.
We provide highly technical,
sophisticated services that are
absolutely essential to fmding and
recovering oil and gas. We're
recognized leaders in oilfield
services and are totally committed
to maintaining that leadership
position through technological
excellence.
We have a broad variety of
technical and scientific pasitions

~, ~

open to graduates who can make
immediate contributions to
our capabilities.
Whether you select a position
that involves engineering our
services, researching and
developing new services, or in the
manufacturing areas of our
business, you'll be gaining valuable
experience that you can get
nowhere else, experience that's vital
to meeting the world's
energy needs.
To learn more about the
opportunities we offer, look us up
in your placement library. Then,
be sure to contact the Halliburton
recruiter when he comes to- your

campus. If you miss the
recruiter's visit, write us at the
address below.

Draw~r

1431
Ouncan, Oklahoma 73533

A member of the growing
HALLIBURTON Company
Equal Opportunity Employer MIF

On Campus Interviews:
September 29, 1978.
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Paraquat
scare
subsides

continued I rom pa_go1

By ED LOPEZ
The pai"aquat scare that swept the
nation earlier this year has apparently subsided in New Mexico.
"The issue is dead in the minds
of many marijuana smokers," said
Alex Kaplan, state coordinator for
the National Organization far the
Reform of Marijuana Laws.
However, Kaplan noted that the
Mexican government has continued
to spray marijuana fields and most
likely will pursue its present policy
despite a bill pending in Congress
that would prohibit federal funding
for paraquat spraying.
The bill, sponsored by Charles
Percy, R-!L, is part of a foreign-aid
package. The bill was passed in the
Senate and is slated for discussion
in the House and Senate Conference Committee.
Public pressure, says Kaplan,
was responsible for the move to
prohibit the use of federal funds for
paraquat. "lt's outrageous that
we're paying the government to
poison us," he said.
Kaplan said that in light of the
strong possibility that the Mexican
government will continue to spray
marijuana fields, marijuana
smokers should have their grass
tested for contamination.
Schoenfeld Laboratory determines if marijuana is contaimnated
or not, but it is prohibited by law
from providing percentage figures
an drug tests. The law stems from
the belief by Drug Enforcement
Agency officials that the level of
THC (the psychoactive ingredient
in mariju;~na) could be used by
black-market operations as a selling
paint.
But Kaplan says percentage
figures are irrelevant. "Nobody
knows what percentage is safe to
smoke," he said. "Nobody has any
idea what it (paraquat) does. It is
believed there may be some effect if
it is inhaled over a long period of
time, but it will probably be years
before we know."
Although the government has
issued grave warnings about the
possible effects of smoking contaminated marijuana, the issue has
been further clouded by comments
from unofficial medical sources
who say the govermuent's claims
have been exaggereated.
Kaplan Said he believes the
Mexican government will continue
to spray marijuana fields belonging
to persons who cannot "buy off"
government officials, or thost
petsons who are suspected of using
marijuana revenues to finance antigovernment movements.
Kaplan said NORML's attitude
on marijuana-sample testing is
"better safe than sorry." He added
that no home-test kits on the
market are reliable,

Astro discussion
slated for today
"Cometary Rays and the Solar
Windu will be discussed today in a
colloquium at the UNM department of physics and astronomy.
Giving the presentation will be
Elliott Moore from the New Mexico
lnstitute
of
Mining
and
Technology.
The talk will begin at 4 p.m. in
Room 184 of the UNM Physics and
Astronomy building, 800 Yale
Blvd. N.E. There is no charge, and
interested persons are invited to
attend,
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ASUNM rev1ses
election rules
By DONNA BINNEWEG

The ceiling on political spending
in ASUNM elections has been
raised to $50 from the current $25.
Tne new ruling, approved by the
senate last night, will be effective
with the Oct. 25 election.

... Repeats
contlnuod from page 1

takes it over and gels an A, the C
doesn't count towards the student's
GPA. The record doesn't reflect
actual performance in school,
which basically is not honest," he
said.
The present policy was adopted
in 1971. lt was fell by the committee that it has proven to be "an
exceedingly lenient policy that has
benfitted a few students at the
expense of the majority."
During
the
committee's
deliberation on repetition of
courses, it was expressed that using
only the better grade for a repeated
course to compute the student's
GPA reduces the significance of the
measure of academic performance.
The committee also felt it unfair
that a student who doesn't have the
time or resources to retake a class
may have a lower GPA than one
who does retake classes for better
grades.
Marley said, "lf a student really
wants to know more about the
subject, he can still retake the class
in an audit status."
Marley recounted the case made
known to the committee of a
student who was put on academic
probation. The student repeated
several of the classes, he had
previously failed Marley said,
raising his grades significantly. "He
then had the gall to go to the Dean's
office and say, 'How could you put
me an probation?' His original
failing grades weren't on his GPA
record.''

On a roll-call vote, after a 60minute debate, the senate amended
the election rule by a vote of 15 to
one.

the ASUNM attorney general, one
ASUNM member appointed by the
ASUNM president, one ASUNM
senator, and one associate justice of
the student court.

The increase in permitted
spending came as part of a 14-page
revision of the ASUNM election
code sponsored by Senator Tom
Fisher.

The bill also specifics permanent
polling sites. These will be at the
SUB, the re.sidence-hall area, the
north campus medical facilities.
Two additional polling places will
be situated at the northwest and
southwest ends of campus.
The bill says a special cand.idate's
meeting will be held no later than
eight days prior to an election. At
the meeting the election regulations
will be explained.

The new rules create a special
committe responsible for approving
Election Commission regulations.
In the old bill, the commission
answered only to the ASUNM
president.
This committee is composed of
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ECl Profile 400
A total of 2,677 students are
enrolled in only late afternoon and
evening classes, a 67 per cent increase as compared to 1,601
students enrolled last fall.
"Classes are scheduled better and
there is a bigger selection of lateafternoon and evening classes,"
Richard Legaza, associate registrar
said.
UNM is offering 70 new classes
in the afternoon and evening this
fall.
For the first time in UNM's
history, more women than men are
attending late afternoon and
evening classes, Legoza sald.
"The social trend is pulling more
women in to the University, while
men are possibly looking at other
alternatives such as the job market,
he said.
Enrolled in tne classes are 1,600
women and I ,077 men.
Undergraduate!' students now
comprise 64.5 per cent of the
enrollment.
·
"More undergraduates are trying
to pick up their degree by taking
afternoon and evening classes,"
Lagoza said.

s777

$9

Technics RS 615 us

SUPER SYSTEM #3

2,677 enroll
in late classes

• •
VlSlOU.

This dual grade repmi W\lUld be
required for two semester!>. The
faculty CO\IId then make a final
decision on which grading system
proved more effective.
A second pn1posal was drawn up
by the UNM executive committee,
composed of ofncial~ of the senate
and chairmen of the senate committees.
Under this proposal, the plus and
minus grades would appear an
transcipts but grade point averages
would continue to be computed on
the five-letter grade system for two
semesters.
After two semesters, GPA's
would be computed by the fraction
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BYU caoch LaVell Edwards will have his defense watching Mike Williams closely.
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It hm; been almost a year to the date since the
Cougar.\ whipped the Lobos 54-19.
The Lobos are hoping that a year can make a
difference.

earns10.9
amontr•

for 2 or 3 hours a week of your spare time.

donate plasma
You may save a life!
It's easy and relaxing. Be a twice-a-week regular.
$10 cash each donation, plus bonuses.

this ad vvorth $5 extra
New donors only. Phone for appointment.

Albuquerque Plasma Corp.
301 2nd St .. SW
243-4440,4449
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Following last week's .24·0 blanking of NevadaLas Vegas, defensive end Charles Baker said,
"Tonight the defense was getting ready for next
week."
Baker was ready enough to make seven tackles
and had three sacks for 29 yards.
"Bverybody's going to give a great effort," he
predicted.
It will take a great effort to beat the solid
Brigham Young squad.
Cougar Coach LaVell Edwards said, "I feel real
good about our defense."
He should. He's got seven starters returning off
of last year's co-WAC championship squad, including defensive ends Ross Varner and Mat
Mendenhall.
The question mark is the offense.
"Everybody thought we were going to step right
in there and score a lot ofpoints. But we're lacking

almost every offensive position," Edwards sai<.l.
Edward~ doesn't have any problems at the
quarterback position with Marc Wilson leading tbe
offense into University Stadium,
"He's still our number-one quarterback,"
Edwards said of Wilson. Wilson suffered a bruised
hamstring in last week's win over Colorado State.
Sophomore Jim McMahon took over and completed seven of nine passes. McMahon also
sustained minor injuries in the Ram game.
Brad Wright is still number-one quarterback for
the Lobos. Wright leads the WAC in total offense
average, getting about 199 yards a game.
"They've got a good football team down there,"
Edwards said of the Lobes, "They always play us
well in Albuquerque. "We've got to concentrate on
(Mike) Williams, and Brad Wright seems to be
running the option well.''
Last week Charles Baker was standing in front of
his locker talking about BYU and he said, "I think
we're ready, but we'll just have to wait and see."
Tomorrow the waiting ends and the way
Bdwards sees it, ''The team which makes the fewest
mistakes will win it."

From the Sidelines
Sports is dying.
It is dying, partly from neglect,
mostly from abuse.
It is a slow, but painfully violent
death and almost no one is
noticing.
Someone once said that people
turn to the sports page to look at
man's success, while the news
shows man's failures.

Nevada-Las Vegas.
Lyman Bostock was the man who
offered to give back his April salary
to the California Angels when he
thought he hadn't earned it. When

the Angels turned him down, he
gave his salary to various charities.
Bostock gave sports readers some
success to look at.
Mixed in on American sports
Lyman Bostock was murdered pages with the Dodgers and Royals
last week. Famed Globetrotter pouring champagne is Bostock's
Meadowlark Lemon was knifed murder and Lyle being formally
earlier this year in the street. charged.
Heavyweight boxer Ron Lyle
But it isn't just the obvious
allegedly beat his wife a few days
that is killing athletics.
violence
ago. A student reported that some
An exhibition hockey match
bottles were thrown onto the field
in last week's Lobo win over exploded into a brawl this week and
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By
Ed Johnson
that was the attention grabber used
by the media about an event which
normally wouldn't have been more
than a linescore.
People like to see violence in
sports, just like they enjoy Starsky
and Hutch smashing their way
throgh an hour of prime timeT. V.
only in athletics, the violence is
real. New England Patriot Daryl
Stingley knows that.
And it's not only in the pros. At a
Young American Football League
game in AI buqucrque, the coach
was just short of screaming al his
young team as they fumbled their
way through their game. This was
serious business.
An itttramural football referee
said, "It's only flag football
because we give them rings to wear.
Up Urltil the flag is pulled it's tackle
football."
Sports is not safe on any level.
And when sports has finally done
itself in, athletes will have to go out
and fittc! themselves "real" jobs
artd sportwriters will have to
become "real" journalists and
American& can seck some other
form or entertainment.
There arc too many peot1lc who
like the violence sports seem'> to
thrive nn (rathct' than llll atlilctk
talent) and there arc tot> munv

athft;tC\ willing to \:Oilllllit violcn~.·e:
~pot'' ha•. du!l ih t>wn t•arl.v
\~l~l\l' •
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Well it's time to try again. Last
week wasn't as bad. as the previous,
but it wasn't good, This week if you
bet, you're in luck. My pick first,
the Vegas odds next, and my bet
pick last.
CINNCINNATI
21;
SAN
FRANCISCO 17 I've picked the
Bengals to win every game this
year, which explains my record.
But, the 49ers are winless too, so l
give Cincinnati one more chance.
EVEN, bet the Bengals.
GREEN BAY 17; DETROIT 10
So you beat a couple patsies, think
you're good, then go out and
murder an upcoming power in San
Diego, hu Bart'! Well, here's one
more patsie that will give your team
first place by yourself, but I still
don't think you'll win the division.
GB by 5, bet it.
CLEVELAND 24; HOUSTON
20 The Browns will choke yet, but
not Sunday, Cleve by 3, bet it.
KANSAS CITY 21; BUFFALO
13 This is a much stronger Chief
squad than given credit. A couple
of breaks and they could be 3-1
instead of 1-3. Buff by 3, odd but
true, bet the Chiefs.
LOS ANGELES 27; NEW
ORLEANS 24 Possible upset here,
and if LA is not careful they may
only own a one game lead in their
"no-team" division. LA by 9. NO
way bet N.O.
TAMPA BAY 13; MINNESOTA
I 0 They did it once, why not again?
People will soon realize the BUc's
are for real. Minn by 5, less than
they were favored last time, but still
too much. Bet Tampa.
ATLANTA 10; NY GIANTS 7
The Giants are much improved, but
the Falcons are better than their
record. NY by 3, bet ATL.
OAKLAND 21; CHICAGO 17
This is a game to see which of the
two choke teams of last week can
get it together, and which one will
fall apart. Oak by 6, bet the Bears.
PHILADELPHIA
27;
BALTIMORE 21 The Colts are
only a game out of first, but they
are no contender. PHIL by 5, take
it.
PITTSBURGH 21; NY JETS 13
It's a pity Richard Todd won't be
around, or the Jets could very well
upset the Steelers, but even without
him they may make it close. PITT
12, bet the Jets.
ST. LOUIS 17; MIAMI 16 The
Griese-less Dolphins are hurting,
and although I've been predicting
an 0-7 start for the Cards, [ think
they'll break out and pull the major
upset of the week. MIAMI by 10,
bet St. Louis.
NEW ENGLAND 20; SAN
DIEGO 10 The Pats have been
pulling their usual trick of choking
against weaker teams. The
Chargers have had some bad breaks
and are a down team, so make them
and underdog. NE by 7 bet i!.
DENVER 21; SEATTLE 20 I'd
love to pick the Seahawks in an
upset, but I've . already .. picked
enough. Never! heless Seattle is an
. excellent bet against the point
' spread. ben by 9, bet Sea.
DALLAS 20; WASHINGTbN
17 Skins are tough and always play
the Cowboys close at home." MY
· hearts in D.C., but the talent'S in
· Texas. Dallas by 5, betthe Skins.
Best Bet: Seattle Sea hawks, Last
week 8-6, total34"22.
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Back
Three
UNM
women
basketball players have been
temporarily sidelined with injuries, as the Lobo basketball
team ends its first week of official practice.
Susie Schuster, who injured
her knee last year and redshined, will make a visit to her
doctor next week to get an update of her chances of playing
ball this year.
Six-foot Dee Weinreis, who
was having ankle problems and
back problems, is feeling better,
cqach Kathv Marpesaid.

Com:h tinrfin ;<Jid the )!allll'

B) MARK SMITH

Cindy Fisher
Spunky Cindy Fischer broke
her left arm and will be out or
action for at least a month,
Marpe said.
Currently the Lobes are going
through fundamentals, and
Schuster and Fischer have the
advantage of knowing the Lobo
system, having played before.
Weinreis is a freshman from
Minnesota.
Marpe said they ware making
some changes in their zone
defense and in their press and
that things are in "good shape."

Harriers Untested

The UNM junior varsity football
team is ;mxious, enthusiastic, and
prepared for their sc<c,on opener
today against the Air F\lrcc
Academy J.V. The Wolfpup's
anxiety comes from the fact that
their game last week : against Texas
Tech, their scheduled opening
game, was cancelled.
The J. V. has been working hard
for their upcoming season, short as
it may be (three games), and arc
finally going to get their chance in a
game. So far theit· only tasks have
been to practice with and prepare
the varsity squad.
The game against Tech was
cancelled because of academic
reasons. According to UNM J. V.
Coach Gary Griffen, "The Tech
players had not been certified. They
have to have a 2.0 grade average
upon high school graduation to
play and only eight of the 24 met
that requirement.''

~~~

A young, unproven men's cross country team opens their season
Saturday over an 8,000 meter Gourse at the Okla.hma State Invitational in
Stillwater.
The UNM squad has three runners returning from the team that finished
fifth in the Oklahoma State meet and sixth in the WAC last year and four
newcomers. But only two veterans and three of the newcomers will
complete for points.
Returning Lobes Sammy Kipkurgat, who finished fourth in the
Oklahoma State meet a year ago, and Mark Romero will compete for
points while Jeremia Ongwae will run for conditioning, Coach Bill
Silverberg said.
Also competing for UNM will be freshmen Clancy Devery, Jeff
Hildebrandt and Hans Stergefietdt while Tarmo Hahto is running for
conditioning.
The Lobes will compete against teams from the Southwest conference
including Arkansas, last year's champion. Teams from the Big Eight and
Missouri Valley conferences will also participate along with several major
independents, including Oral Roberts University, runner-up to Arkanasas
last year.
Silverberg will miss several runners who did not return to UNM this
season, including Harrison Koroso who won the Oklahoma State individual title in 25:19, last October.
Devery and Hildebrandt are the top distance runners out of Oregon this
year Silverberg said. Devery held the age group world record as a 16-yearold in the marathon while Hildebrandt has run the equivalent of an 8:52
two-mile.
Stergefieldt, the latest international track recruit at UNM, held the age
group world record for 10,000 meter as a 14-year-old and has run 3000
meters in 8:18.

THE
BLOSSOM
SHOPPE

~~
~

Flowers for
All Occasions
Eastdale Center
corner of
Eubank & Candelaria

The Wolfpups will lutvc Nathan
All:m m qunrterbnck, and a .;trong
Mfcnsive line in front of' him according!() Griffen.
or names to watch for this
scasotr Griffen pointed out a few
top prospects: Greg Aiat·, Jake
Simpson, Kelly Wilson, and Scott
Petty on defense, and Hlilback Jim
Brooks and flanker .Jerry Apadoca
on offense.
The game is slated for I this
afternoon at the LJNM stadium,
and admission is free.

Jewish Student
Union
hosts a Shabbat
Open House on Friday
September 29tll from
8 pm to 12 pm. All
prospective members
are invited to attend.

For information call
255-7371 • 293-4849
0

Metcalf, Trason
Prep All-Americans
By GAIL PESHTONITSKI
Freshmen Margaret Metcalf and nationals in Los Angeles last
Ann Trason have been picked for summer.
Because of a healing knee-injury,
the 1978 high school All-American
team by "Track and Field" Trason has not been competing but
st;e is beginning her first week of
magazine.
High-jumper Metcalf won the training, Sandoval said.
New Mexico high school state
"Ann has a lot of talent that has
championship last year with a jump
not yet been tapped," Sandoval
of 5'8".
"She was primarily a self"At junior nationals in said.
coached rUnner, and is potentially
Bloomington, Indiana last summer
the best distance runner we have,"
she literally exploded and placed
he said.
second with a 5' 10 112", two inches
below the first-place jumper,"
UNM women's track coach Tony
Sandoval said.
"Maragarct has grown a lot and
her level of achievement has certainty been put a lot higher. She
realized her potential,'' Sandoval
said.
"The nicest thing about
BASIC
Margaret is her eagerness to train.
She is always on time and ready to
go,'' he said.
Ann Trason placed sixth in the
lb,OOO:.meter highschool senior
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Fall Tennis Classic October 5th
The fourth annual in.tramural fall
tennis classic will take place next
weekend, Oct, 5-8 on the north and
cast tennis courts,
Thh tournament ts open to all
,tuucnts,
faculty/staff
and
members of the university com-

munity.

All levels of competition wil be
offered, however some divisions
may be combined if entries are
)11inimal. The students and
factdtyhtaff will compete in
separate divisions of beginning,

II

Jhcre is a $1.'50 entry fee which
covers cost of tennis balls, refreshments and .awards. All entries
should be in the intramural ofllce
by noon on Monday, Oct, 2. The
office is located in room 230 of the
NE corner of Johnson Gym. The
draw will be posted on the bulletin
board at noon on Oct. 4th in the
Intramural office.

MAKE IT
WITH·

JUAREZ

intermediate and advanced. As
always, womcns anti mens competition is separate in this single
event.
The tournament is being cosponsored by Michelob-Budweiser
and they will be giving out awards
pictured. First place in each
division will receive a Michelob
cooler and second place finishers
will be awarded with a mug.
A raffle of all entries will
determine the winner of a Michclob
carry bag. The next ten raffle
winners will get a Michclob racket
cover.
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These are some of the prizes being offered at the tennis
1
tournament.
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Joe frazier

Former Heavyweight
Champ·
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By JOHN LANEY
The UNM golf team enters its
second tournament of the fall
season today at the Air Force
Academy's Falcon Invitational in
Colorado Springs.
Mitch Mooney and Ron Stelton
will be the only players returning
from last week's tournament in
Oklahama City to be among this
week's five-man lineup.
Mooney finished second individualy in that tournament and is
expected to do as well in the Falcon
Invitational.
The other three players
representing the Lobo go! fers will
be senior Mark Pelletier, senior
Chris Nordling, and freshman Mike
Putnam.
Pelletier, a graduate of Sandia
High School, won the New Mexico
State Amateur Championship this
summer, defeating Mooney in a
playoff. Coach Dwaine Knight
considers Pelletier a "key" to
reaching his goal of national
championship.
Knight made the lineup changes
after the teams performance last
week which revealed the old
familiar weaknesses of inconsistency and lack of depth.
Jeff McMillen was suppose to
play in. the three-pound tournament
however he suffered a sprained
ankle during running exercises
Tuesday.
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Registration 8:00am· 4:00pm
in the Lobby of
the Fine Arts Building
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Mitch Mooney will lead the Lobo golfers this weekend.
"Weber State will probably be tournaments" Mooney said. "The
favored in this tournament," rivalry will definitely be known in
Knight said. ''But I think we will this tournament and I'm looking
win it.''
forward to it."
Weber State's main strength is
The Lobos finished second in the
first-team all-American Mike Gove. Falcon Invitational last year and
A long-time rivalry between are .expected to perform as well or
Gove and UNM' s Mooney, who is a better this year.
second-team all American, will
The question is whether or not
once again be revived today,
"Mike and I have been rivals the inconsistency and lack of depth
since we played against each other that plagued the team last week,
in Pacific Northwest junior will once again become a factor.

Ruggers Face Stiff Opposition

The undermanned women's
"We might be hUrting because
rugby team faces its stiffest we do not have a full side," coach
Fa II Tune-up Special:
iii competition of the young season Jan McGreachy said. "Those teams
this weekend when it travels to · are .experienced teams, they have
Spark Plugs
been around one year."
§ Regular Plugs ...••..•........•.•.....•....... 69• !!! Arizona for a pair of matches.
Tomorrow
the
women,
comis faced with a short
~ Resistor Plugs ..........•..................... 79• ~ peting with 13 players in a 1S-player sideMcGreachy
because
some players have
a._
___
_ _
__
a
game, take on Tempe in Tempe at other comtnittments.
5
i 10:30 a.m. On Sunday the Lobos
"We· will have to borrow two
5
in
Tucson
at
10
players,
or play orte short," she
play
a
Tucsort
club
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Ruggers Lose

Daily Special $199
(changed daily)

-------------------------Buffet ·all you can eat $250
10% Discount During Grand Opening
coupon eXpires Oat. 2, 1978
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that."
The Lobos have played at least
one player short in both of their
games this season. They split with
Santa Fe, losing I 0-4 and winning
6-0.
McGreachy said both Arizorta
sides are better than the Santa Fe
side and the mathces this weekend
will be the "tell-tale sign" of
UNM's development as a team.

The men's rugby team was
shutout 17-0 Thursday by Brigham
Young University in a match
marred by fighting and the election
of two players from the team.
"The referee couldn't control it,
he let it get out of hand," UNM
coach Harvey Alexander said.
He said the Lobos played a good
game until midway throi)gh the
secohd half when they responded to
bad 'calls by fighting .

l'ag<' 15, :\<'\\ f..l<''>l<'u I lml) l.t Jl\( J. !wpl<•JH l>t·t ~!l. l!l7H

'California Suite' Delights
lorrnancc a; u "hu;inc"woman in a
man'; world", lctling vulnerability
Nt•li Sunon'> "California ~uile" ;ccr through her character's hard
"a' prc•;entcd Wcdnc.;day night to '>arca.stic facade. Her final
a lull ltou'c at Popejoy ll<tll. The emotional display added a poignant
play deul\ with three couples who note to the act. Drury was conon:upy a .suite in the Beverly Hills vincing as a harried journalist and
''hopeful romantic." His stoicism
Jlotcl at different times.
Acl I, "A Visitor From New in the race or his ex-wife's barbed
York"
centered
around
a remarks adped warmth to the
sopltisttcatcd New Yorker, Hannah scene.
Warren, played by Carolyn Jones,
"The Visitors From London" of
and her ex-husband WiiJiam (James ACT II were the most convincing
Drury) who meet to discuss custody and understandable characters of
ol iltdr seventeen year-old daughter the play. The act centered around
lerwy. Jones gave a good per- aginf\ actress Diana Nichols
II~

MAHSHA I'OMEIWY

Campus Bicycle and Moped (Behind Okies)
Sekai, Fuji, Azuki

3,5, 10 Speeds
Visa,
MC

DISCOUNT PRICES
All Mopeds- 5% above cost
1718 Central SE
243·9630

lOWlY 1!1!111
IRI'IIIIIIf SPOT
Rock Ont
with

Both Friday and Saturday nights
September 29-30
First 20 dancers in free
Doors open at 8:30
Admission

Students Sl.OO
w/UNM ID plus guest
Public 82.00

(.lone;), and her antique-dealer
husband Sydney, played by
Broadway actor Peter Bailey·
Britton. Diana has been nominated
for the Acadcm y Award for Best
Actress. The first scene concems
her nervousness before the awards
banquet, her preoccupation with
her appearance, and her acceptance
speech if she should win. The
second scene takes place after the
festivities, when a drunken and
defeated Diana attacks her husband
over her career and her doubts and
unhappiness,
his
sexual
preferences, and their marriage.
This was one of the most moving
scenes in the play, effectively
conveyed by Jones' quiet emotion,
and Bailey-Britton's understated
wit.
Act Ill,
"Visitors From
Philadelphia" concerned Marvin
and Millie Michael's first trip to
California to attend their nephew's
Bar-Mitzvah. Marvin, played by
Drury, awakes to lind a blonde
women in his bed, and failing to
rouse her from her drunken stupor,
is forced to explain the situation to
his wife Millie (Jones). Marvin's
brother "gave" him the hooker as a
present. This was one of the weaker
parts of the performance, lacking a
powerful ending.
The play was enhanced by the
strikingly realistic and tastefully
done set decoration. "California
Suite" was done in typical Simon
style, with his usual fast-paced
humor, witty dialogue, and stinging
social commentary ranging from
marriage and child-raising to
Hollywood. The outstanding
performance by the professional
case made it a delight for any Neil
Simon fan.

KUNm Todo._y
.Friday, Scpt.29
7:06a.m.; KUNM News
6 p.m.; NPR's "All Things
Considered"
7 p.m.; NPR's "Jazz Alive"
8:30 p.m.; "Raw Guts" (Raucous
Rock)
10 p.m.; "Asylum Radio" with
Malachi Mudgong

~bel~ea ~treet

flub

CORONADo·
CENTER
The Fun Place For
•
•
•
•

Hot Overstuffed Sandwiches
Super Chef Salads
Fantastic Nachos
Outstanding Drinks

featuring
"The Best Service in Town"

ARTS

Although none of the 27 artists
exhibiting
were
born
in
Albuquerque, most arc innuenced
A younger generation of by the landscape and cultural legacy
renowned artists, who live or work of the Southwest. All
the works
within the city limits, is featured in are formally visualized in •erms of
Albu(!tlerque Artists 11, the second national directions of art, and
in a continuing series of exhibitions
within this larger contex.t the
a~ the Albuquerque Museum.
characteristic light, color and
expansiveness of the West, its
Ellen Landis, Curator of Art,
legendary cowboys, cactus and sundeserves much of the credit for
bleached cow skulls, appear with a
organizing this unprecedented
unifying consistency.
>cries of invitational exhibits which
publicize the talents of living,
Irony and a sense of the
Albuquerque artists.
mythical, legendary or fantastic arc

By NANCY STONE

or

Vortex Presents
'Children's Hour'
by Oaniel Gibson
The Vortex Theater's latest
production, "The Children's
Hour," is a winner. The play was
written by Lillian Hellman, author
of the best-seller Penlimento,
numerous plays and movie
scen.arios. This play explores the
evolution of sexual guilt. It's set in
a small town in New England and
was written in the forties, but is
more relevant to our lives than ever.
Two women in early adt)lthood
run a girl's school for young teens.
Karen Wright is the attractive
director of the school, and Martha
Dobie is her quick-tempered
assistant. Mary Tilford, a student
at the school, hates the two women
and tells her influential grandmother that the two women are
lesbians.
The grandmother, Amelia
Til ford, noli fies the other parents
of girls attending the school and
suddenly Karen and Martha find
themselves without a student body.
They take Mrs. Tilford to court for
libel but the truth of the affair
never emerges as Mary is blackmailing another student Peggy over

Donee Compon_y
To Perform In
Popejo_y Hall
The Bella Lewitzki Dance
Company will perform at Popejoy
Hall on Monday and Tuesday
nights, Oct. 2 and 3, as part of the
Cultural Entertainment Series.
Lewitzki is the artistic director
and the main choreographer for her
dance company. She was l;Jorn in
the Mohave Desert .in California,
and the spaciousness of the West is
said to be reflected in her work,
Lewitzki studied under Lester
Horton, and together they founded
the Dance Theater in Los Angeles.
In j 951 she founded Dance
Associates, a school and per·
forming concert group. The
Lewitzki Dance Company was
formed in 1966.
The dancer has received a
Guggenheim Fellowship, commissions from the National
Endowment for the Arts, and is the
only non-New York City based
choreographer in the nation to
receive a major grant from the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.
She has been actively involved with
the development of dance in the
U.S., and serves as a board member
and advisor for several tlational arts
organization. ·
Tickets for the Bella Lewitzki
Dance Company performances are
available at the Popejoy Hall box
office.

the theft of a bracelet. Peggy
testifies in court that she saw and
heard her two teachers doing things
women don't ordinarily do to each
other.
The two women are charged by
the judge with "sinful, sexual
knowledge of each other." They
receive stale punishment and
become outcasts in the small town.
They arc terrified to go out on the
streets for fear of ridicule, they
cannot teach any longer, and
worse, the two actually begin to feel
as i r they really were guilty of some
crime.
Karen was engaged to marry a
local doctor, Joseph Cardin, just
before the innuendo began to fly.
Throughout the two women's
ordeal be remains in love with
Karen. At the play's end he is set to
take Karen and Martha to Venice to
live a life of normality again but
Karen realizes he is bothered by
something. She forces him to ask
her what troubles him. He sputters,
"Is it, is it?" and stops. She knows
even her lover has doubted her
sexuality. She senses they could
never make each other happy with
the question of her having loved
Martha silently screaming between
their love. She tells Joe he'd better
leave, for good.
The Vortex is located in the alley
between Vassar and Girard in the
first block south of Central. "The
Children's Hour" will run this
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Arts Events
Friday, Sept. 29
Film; "The Seventh Seal," written
and directed by lngmar Bergman.
A classic. 7 and 9:15 p.m., SUB
Theater. Admission charge.
Unnce; PEC Dance with "Spoiler,"
9 p.m., Subway Station. Admission
charge.
Film; "Everything You Always
Wanted To Know About Sex, But
Were Afraid To Ask," Woody
Allen's film of a q & a sex manuaL
7, 9:15 and 11:30 p.m., SUB
Theater. Admission charge.
TV; Great Performances "Twyla
Tharp," American popular dance
to the music or Fats Waller; 8 p.m.,
KNME-Ch,5.
TV; PBS Movie Theater "Wild
Strawberries," A doctor's journey
through a landscape of dream and
memory, by Bergman; 10 p.m.,
KNME-Ch. 5.
Saturday, Sepl. 30
Dance; See Friday.
TV; PBS Movie theater "The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," KNME·
Ch 5, 10:30 a.m.
Sunday, Oct.l
Recital; Patricia Brothwell, Guitar
Recital, 4 p.m., Keller Hall. Free.

The show is enlivened by a spirit
of inventiveness that circulates
through a spectrum of traditional
and experimental media. It will be
open through Oct, 29, Tuesdays
through Fridays from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and Sundays from I to 5 p.m.

frequently encountered in the
exhibil: Ed Haddaway's serene or
spectacularly
bizarre
wood
sculplures of composite animalhuman beings; Carl Johansen';
complex, grotesquely comical
Rancho De Chaga/1 Triptych in
colored pencil; Richard Thompson's static, almost iconk. cowbov
cartoon painlings' Ken Saville'~'
li nocuts conceived in a kind of
primitive ,·isual symbolism; and
Michele
Bourque
Seward's
lithographs, Mylhologiml Landscape and the Moon/l.ll! Triptych.

Images created by innovative, or
experimental, techniques .are
fantastic in a purely visual !.ense.
Luminou' paint appears to drip and
run along the surface of M. D.
Voleg's monoprints on mylar. Judy
La Fon combines paint, string,
doth and other materials on
canvas, to create low relief, fantastically detailed images in which
the subtle, organic qualities of
pigmentation are eX"plored. Barbara
Bock also begins to expand the twodimensional format into sculptural
form in her elegant, intricately
layered paper constructions.
Donald Woodman's photograph
mounted on canvas is a huge (72" x
90") image thai. evokes sensations
Ed Ho.ddo.wo._y's wood sculpture or organic energies experienced in
"Boltho.zo.r"
nature.
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A portion of Cor! Joho.nsen's "Artist Studio 19713"
----.-~·---~~~-----~---~

Mexlc:o's most famons na)lle Is America's moot

WANTECI
Pancho Villa tequila

tiiO Proof.lmpo,tod a~d Boltl•d by
iha Pancho VIlla Cbmpdny,
South San Frand~<.o CA~

For a TeqaU11 Saarile
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5pm·10pm
Ml
onFri.&Sat

Happy Hour

lngmar Bergman

I

As the triplych is ll form derived
from Gothic Christian art, other
media and styles extend traditional
modes of Western art: Joseph A.
Chavez' beautiful, abstract ovoid
forms sculpted in marble alabaster,
serpentine and granite; Elisse
Pogofsky-Harris' still life and
portrait drawings in ~olored pencil,
most notably Sabatina, whose
physical and spiritual solidity tends
to evaporate in the pervasive bath
of light, color, and texture; and
Cl1ristopher Bull's intimate pencil,
most notably Sabatina, whose
physical and spiritual solidity tends
to evaporate in the pervasive bath
or light, color, and texhtre; and
Christopher Bull's intimate pencil
portraits of women in sunlit interiors.
Painlings include the large,
abstracl images of Terry Conway,
Richard Hogan and William
l\1astcrson, as well a.1 the hard·
edged, vibrating wlor compositions
of Frank McCulloch. In John
Wenger's luminous, dou!J/~ entrendre ;ccnes, >lock characters
exist in two places, Jus/ A.1 They
Were Hotlt ThinkinJ?. Of The
Sonora Desert.
Peter Bilan's wood and mixed
media sculptures combine humor
with beauty, as in Three f?olling
Lim•1 rising sinuously, elegantly,
from the axle connecting lwo
bkyde wheels. Ed Vega, working in
wood, plexigla~s and metal, creates
geometric pieces with an absolute
precision that gh·cs the forms a
slcrile, hardened qualily.
Photographs in lhe exhibit are:
Anne Noggle'\ imposing "~clf
lmages"; Wayne Larorik\ large,
sensuous nudes; Meridel Rubenstein's New Mexican portraits
amplified by handwrillen phrase\
and
drawing;
ancl
altered
photographs by Richard Knapp,
who ironically entitles one of his
chaotic compositions, For Mayor
!?ush, Expanded Study For
Downtown Renewal.

Don 't Forget
Dinner

The
Seventh Seal

I

4pm·Bpm
Mon.- Fri.

Next Week

FrL 29
7:00

and
I

9:15
SUB
Theatre

I
'

'"

Everything You Always Wanted To
Know About Sex... but were afraid to ask
Directed by and starring Woody Allen
with Gene Wilder, Louise Lasser and Burt Reynolds

Sat. 30
7:00
9:15

Od 1-2-3

Live Entertainment
Nightly

Open 11:30 a.m.

Albuquerque Artists II

11-'L."'' IT .&.G.&.JI'ol. ""' ..,,,,.

and

11:30

No Cover Ever!

SUB

Theatre

After mall hours use outside entrance
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t'lANO LESSONS Jllll.LIAitD: M.A. $10 per/hr.
Adulto; and cluldrcn. 243-1514.
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HJ'IJ
f«>OMMA-YL WAN'r!·D 10 ~han• !v.-o bcc.lroom
ap<~rtmc-nl wttll ~ounyurd und frH']'llan~
Prefer
fcrnall' n.,.er Zl Wrll ~on~id!;r OH!I~- Talyll, 268-7R7 J.
1)1)121)

i·-fMA!TROC)M-Mt.Hi~·fJlAiff. ~;~;~~--1br ~-rlome
neur UNM. hreplnce, pel•,, $J2'i phi\ Vr utiiuic\.
Kyle Ann, 24~·14.19.
09n9
NOI-t fH tJNM_ 4 ROOM hnuw, modern <~rrlmm:c~.
plu')h carpclln!',, fenced . $7'i. 262. 1'751. Valley
Hci!I<JI~. $35 fee.
10/05
'fflll>t·NTS.CON:t>l·RVfc ('ASH. Pnv011ely fenced, 2
bedroom, ~polk~~ upplian~·c~. S-100. ('all 262-17.51.
HltOS
Vulky Rental~. $JS fcc
()!-'!· { AfUJ':iU·. 2 IH\DRO()M, tilT, prtvatl? P<llio,

lll"ft' $]f.~ fi(J ~~(, ~42'-l

]0'!>4

•.,;iVv ·t H.t>~1

!Nul;;-~ "'uauk- Jltd Per.,wn pont
$7 ~o <1nt.l $JUt)_ llanr.kunccl SoRr~wne
~•unllcbnldcrs SH 00. New '>dc~IJOn of 1\·lc:~~;lt,:an
r·nlmwlv.art<. llaro,.atd Vaml~. 114 }Jarvan.l Sf".. 1SS
ht·d~pmuh

(J776
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~~ Vl:N INt'JI'P[·.NIJl·N"t\\'(JODWORKERS In kine
~.w.rum

~he~!~. ~.:ahmet'), table~.

ro.::King
..:harr~. toy<:., C\L. Hurdv.ood and ~oft wood. No J.:harge
fm rl:'fcrral~, ll«r'>'ard Vanct~·. 114 Harv~rd SE, 255·
uniN">- Htlh.

10104

()176

ROSSI f•Rf!F.•..':ilYI.F•.S, OJ{J(i. $235. S~1lomon ~55'<;,
ort~- $7U. All excellent-- $150 take~ tl. AI~U 1 Yamaha
JI{J acou~m: guitar wnh ca~c. $85. Phon!! 268.8$8)
a(ler :Cipm
10104

1974 DOOGF VAN. (,ood condition. $2SOO. Cull
Ocm.294-S3B3.
Vot YO 122 S 1%7, good
9315

tfn
~-undition.

$1000.00. 265-

EMPLOYMENT

6,

WORK OVERS£!AS IN the Pc"-CC Corps, 277-5907
12/01

PART·TIME JOD graduate studcn~s only. After·
noon~ und evenings. Must be able to work Friday and
.S;tturday nighl~- Must be 2_1 years old. Apply in
pcr~on, no phone coils plca~e. Savcway J~iq\lor Stores
at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Mennul NB.
10113
('l!EtSEI\ STREL!T PUll • Help wanted. Wait·
per,.ons OJVcrr~gc $4 per hour, full or part time, day or
night \hift. Kitchen help $2..6$ hour. Apply in person

S J lJIJI·NTt.; COMB IN[: AND \Uifc, Air conditioned,
1 bedroom, newer appHarKe~. carpctirJg. $165. 26217~1 Vall~:y J{eruah. $J5 fcc.
10/05

J-l!KNJ.l.il-1 ED, UTll..ll'HiS I' AID. A hlock ){) UNM,
Uclu:o;e one bedroom $19:'i, adult~. no pel~. Sec OJ 14.1
C'nhunbra Sf•, 26fi·OS2"i
tfll

5.

FOHSALE

2fl liSf·.O POJU Alli.E !'. Y. ·~ $J5.00 10 $60.00. 441
Wvonlln& NE. H~·5987.
10120
'non IACKSON 10-SPFf~P profcs\iunal hicydc.

al Coronado Center,

I

10/0(,

r:XC"I"ll.FNT ~:~mdition. King.
"Sl'I)I-.K 20". 2!J8·1401. $·100 or be:~\ nrfer.
lfn
l.lb\RS .2 1 : C'u. ft. refrigerator. Frcc1er com·
poutmc111, 1cc 1my, boule s1urnge in door. 881·0910
bdmc R<tn\, <~ftcr 1:00pnl Wct!kday<t. Snt·Su11

AI TO SAX

JAZZ HCJCK ALBUMS: Huy & Sell. OJlCII 5:]0(Jm·
R:JOprn Mon-Sul, 268-7886, Semi's Plilr.:c.
09.129

MOVING, MUST SELl. l%7 <_'hc\'Y 13cl·l\ir. P.S.•
1\.C. newly rebuilt 197.5, J15 engine plus miter now
pam. $7SO nr be~t offer. 636·0427.
09129
EXOTIC HJRDS, t-.·tAC/\WS, cockatoo's, p<~rrol'l,
etc. C'ull842-1318.
l0i08
Sli\Mf:..C::H KITTENS $30. Two for $50. 262·0021.

IO/t2

Grade Problems?

('10AR1'1-rcs AND Mecr~;cltnum ptpc!i

lOtOS

(ir·d~\-·C}tik.~f~lc. l.A.G.
09--29
\\'{)\\"!' I-'RN· SMAJ t cnkr: with !hi~ AD ill

Complete Training
in Learning
Through Hypnosis
• cut study time
• improve grape point

l··ub<tllk at JnrJiarr SchDul NF

09'29
A""""-:ARI) ·\\.'INNING P<>L·T R Y ami phutogr"phy in
the wlkt·tur·., riN ctliuon of ConctJ,tion"' Sornhwcst
un ~.til' mw.· for u. !mute-d time for Sl.OO 111 M:trrun

897-0201 for Info.
18 yrs.• ~xperience

AMERICA'S NUMBER ONE
NIGHT CLUB
Always
A Dancing Partner
265-7877

$1

tu

~.r: ~K4!

,11\d

)"\I!I'CI, hell\: d.tndn~
](b'O~

YW( 1\.

~c~.ure ud ... ]tl( ne\',- 'ft•nm~
\1.-c.,_l 'Vl.1ganne
Jet.trl"- ..-<Ill Pn1fe~~or Roy
RiH.lm~·~ich, HU\Ifle~' Dept. l.'Nt-.·1 ;?.77-4305
lOtQJ
JIVJ'-/N C"Ol.'Pl I: TO manage home for mentally
retarded adult\. Salary Sl I .000. Hours ftl student
whal.lule. E·OE. 8'73·0600.
10104
BUSINESS 1 ACCOUNTJNG MAJORS. Po~itions
avatlable in Navy's Supply Corps a~ busine~s adminimuiOr.s. Staning ~alary $11,000, pillS free
mc-clkal and dental. Compare u~ with your other job
Mfer~. Coma~t tire placcmem office now for a
pcr~onal Interview.
09129
PART·'l'IME. DISPATCHER. Knowledge of the city.
Some ·experience in general office ncccs~ary. Coni act,
Carol Md~ccver 2tlS-76J l for appointmem. UOE.
M/F.
10105

8.

277·4150.

"It's a mosttHllhtJal appwa~h."

PREPARE FOR:
MCAT • DAT • LSAT • GRE
CMAT • OCAT ·VAT • SAT

18 per cent increase

trhe,.t IS Q difference !I!

By S. MONTOYA
Female enrollment increased 19
per cent over last spring in UNM's
College of EnginflerinJ>., said
Delores Etter o!' special services for
the College.
TraditiOnally, women enter
careers in the computer-science
fields of engineering. However the
recently released UNM figures
ipdicate an increasing interest by
women in mechanical and chemical
engineering.
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TOLL FREE: 800·223·1782

TDDAY'S CKDSSWDID PUZZLE

34 Prevent
36 Totters
40 U.S. presi·
dent
42- sulba
44 Test
-45 '::ondescend
More pleas-

ant
49- bits:
Quarter

50 Anti·air·

craft missile
52 Beak part
53 Common
ending

54 Communion
cup
57 British air
arm
59 Object
61 Confuse
64- in
lhe bud
67 - and
crafts
68 Be equiva·
lent to
70 Plumlike
fruit
71 Melody
72 Remove vis·
cid products
73 Birds
74 Strokes
lightly
. 75 Inscribed
stone

DOWN
1 Finesse
2 Asian river

3 Mexican

Stream
I•_

-

Faster!

10 Elide

Upl 1 '!

li

Last spring the college reported a
of female students over female
enrollment last fall.

11 Menu

12 Provoke
13 Cane-like
18 Stop
22 Stabilizing
agent
24 The Devil
27 Vain men
28 Mob vio30 Of convex
moldings
32 Miniscule
35 Stepped off
37 Wipe out
38 Linen fabric
39 Urban com·
plaint
41 Ring decisions: Abbr.

43 Tranquil
46 Chum: Slang
48 Recalls
51 UnpJedicta·
bte one
54 Embarrass
55 Blackbird
56 Scottish

tended to be at the top of their
classes. In the 1977 fall semester,
the men's GPA average was 2.59,
women's 2.72 and the overall GPA
was 2.60.
However this trend is changing,
Etter said. The increase over the
last two years shows that the college
is attracting females with slightly
lower GPA 's,
"As the female enrollment increases, I suspect the GPA will
become even all the way across,"
she said.

Compared
to last year,
mechanical
and
chemical
engineering enrollment has inBased on fall enrollment figures,
creased 18 and 17 per cent
from
nationwide colleges, women
respectively, said Etter.
are
entering
the engineering fields
"This is a good sign. It means
that engineering will be represented
by :he !ota! population. It s~i!I help
the push for Women to find
equality," she said.
37 per cent increase in the number

lence

ground
cherry
4 Baffle
5 Let go
6 Tittle
7 Among
B l:arge
9

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

~~-

The Engineering Program for
Women (EPW), directed by Etter,
is seeking to evaluate data and
determine female recruitment and
retention policies.
"Compared to enrollment
figures a few years ago, the surge of
interest in engineering by women is
phenomenal," she said.
In tne past, female students

!he\ 'rc· <.'\t'll maktn!! tlw 'ant<'
.._tatl'nlL'IH"" 11

lromlwin sat<.ltlw idea of RCt\R
i ...

11

Uilrl'ai. I don'l

'L"i!'

how

~--ou L·an

,·all down tlw name ol trod

Ill

witne's the kilhn!' of a bah)'. !low
t.:a-n ynu '-.H) it'\ my rdi~wu' righl tn
hill babic,."
In respon.,c, Kirk "aid, "Some
people have the idea that it i'
unC'hri.stian or atheistic lo be pro·
choice. Thnt 'imply isn't true."
She >aid RACA R wa> "ponsorcd
by 28 religious bmlic>, indudinp.
most Prost e"tant anti J ewi,ll
groups.

through PREFACE ant.! NFMES
scholarships, said Etter.
PREFACE, which stands for
Pre-Freshman and Cooperative
Education, provides tuition and
books for a year and places the
student in an engineeringassociated field at the end of the
sophomore year.
NFMES is the national fund for
minority engineering 5tudents
which awards scholarships from
$250 to $1,000 on the basis of need.
"There are about 50 students in
UNM's College of Engineering,
under the NFMES program,
primarily Hispanics and Indians,"
said Etter.

LOVE PHOTO

Posada
protested

river

UNM student Ray Glass indicated to visiting parents
the quality of La Posada food
by eating McDonald's food
for lunch on Parents' Day.
Related photos on pages 6
and7.

58 Plants col-

lectively
60 Topple
62 Operates
63 Issue
65 Writ words
66 "~ Mable":
Streeter
title
69 Dance Step

State board recornn1ends
faculty salary increase
By BILL ROBERTSON

in a Big Way!!

The state Board of Educational Finance (BEF)
recommended a seven per cent salary increase for
UNM's general facult.y, to become effective next Fall.

officials felt a raise would be in line with recent faculty
salary increases at the University of Albuquerque and
Albuquerque Public Schools.

UNM Provost MacAllister Hull said the boar·d has
issued guidelines for a seven per cent increase in the
Instructional and General components of the overall
University bUdget. Faculty salaries fall under the
Instructional category.

tJNM's faculty received a seven per cent raise ef.
fective this academic year; if tne BEF and the state
legislature approve the latest raise proposal, it will
take effect in August of 1979 for most faculty.

Hull termed faculty salary increases one of the
administration's top priorities annually. Raising these
salary levels, he said, is an attempt to keep UNM on a
competitive par with other universities in the search
for talented personnel.

Placed by _ _ _ _ Telephone

Window
shattered

Mail To
UNM 8o)( 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque~ New Me)(ico 81131

A Hokona resident cut his
hand smashing a dorm door
window Sunday. UNM
Health Services stitched the
hand and the student was
released.

"It happens every year," said Dean of Faculty Joel
Jones. "I don't recall a year since I've been here that
faculty salaries weren't raised."

"As long as we feel we're behind year to year in
providing adequa1e salaries which arc competitive with
other institutions' current levels.'' he said, "we'll
continue to push for increases."

lhc BEF will have their next meeting t)lis Thursday,
Oct. 5, it1 Las Cruces. 'The main topic of discussion
will be programs termed "special projects," or those
not directly tied financially to enrollment figures. ·
Exam!Jles . of. these items cited by Hull were the
University's agricuiiural experiment stations and
·
Bernalillo County Medical Center.

Ht!ll said the seven per cent figure was barely
enough to cover this year's inflation, but that it was
agreed Upon as a target figure. He also said University

BEF's budget proposals for the coming academic
yeat will be considered by the state legislature at its
next. session, scheduled for late January, 1979 .
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Want Ads say it

Marron Hall, Room 132

.

f~t al

,·onception.
"Relig:ious freedom is !wing
threatened b) lmcin~ all ~""lll'' to
ac·,·~pt on~ <.kfinittt'll of Iii<.',
11hether it "' their be lid <.'1 not,"
site said. "This is in sinl:itinn ol'the
!·iN Amendment whkh <.'stab!isltc'u
separation nl"dnm:h and state."
Ki1k said it 11as important to
understand that R( 'AR 1s nnt a proabortion group, but support.; prochoice. She said the right to choose
means tlw ri~ht to choose
abortion, as well a' the right to
choo.se to gi' e birth.
local
Right·to·lif'c
spo kcs pcr.son Clmr lotte Goodwin
said her group has the "intention of

Beginning today, only students involved in hardship cases beyond their
control can drop a class. Permission must be granted by the dean of the
college he is enrolled in.
"Each dean will have to decide what constitutes a hardship case," said
registrar Fred M. Chreist.
Students ate subject to grades of WIF will be calculated as a failing
grade in the student's grade point average.
All withdrawal grades will be assigned by the professor upon completion
of the course withdrawal process.
·
Students must process all grade. withdrawals at the Registration, CenterBandelier H.all East.

LOVE PHoto

....

people tu th."r.:ept a tlH.·olol_!it:al
dcl'inition of lire'' a. . bt')linninv \\ ith

dl"-~o:u-..-..inp. ih~,_• lll'\\ }!I\1Up. 10

Dean approval needed
for dropping classes

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Me'rlico
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
• under the heading
(circle one): l. Personals; 2 .. Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; f>
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

£ncloSP.d $

tn chuo\L' an

abortion. said Kirk, bs "hns·in~ all

Engineering dravvs vvomen

ECFMG • FLEX• VUE

NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours

Cenii.'IS 1n MajOf US Cities,

source

<.kdkatcd to
pmposed comtitutinnal Human
L i l'e Amendment.
If pa>sed, Ute pro-life sponsMeJ
amendment would efl'eetivdy deny

NMB I.TI,ill,

f .. r

a \\·oman'"' ripht

organi/ation
opposition of the

DAILY

10100110 Pupr\o ~reo and l11,0:a11t· ~hll/errand

16 Path
17 Building up
19 Plead with
20 Swappet
21 Went
23 Pulls apart
25 Equip a ship
26 Noun suffix
27 After Thurs.
29 Capital
31 Marble
33 Alberta re-

l intla K i rl.., said RCA R i\ a
r~ligil'ttl"--bit,~ti

Monday, October 2,1978

265·2524
127 Jefferson N.E.

agave

for Abort inn Rights, lwltl an
ot·ganittttional worbhop I· riday <11
Albuquerque's St. Paul luthentn
Church. Patrida Gavctt, national
dircctm of RCAR, srohe at the
workshop.
Spokcspcrstm for the ne11 group,

New Mexico

10/05

No Minimum

15 Pass over

. ~·

v.as the response from a local prolife spokesperson in reaction to the
formation of a new abortion prochoice group.
The ne11 group, the Ne" Mexko
affiliate of the Religious Coalition

SEMINAR ON MANDATO_RYprofessional schools
for Engineers, Octobcr6,l97fl, 3:00pm, Phyliics L&L
103, \pomorcd by Student Chapter NMSPE.
10/02
STUDENT VETERANS -THERE wilt be a gcnerrtl
meeting on Thur~day, Oct. !ilh ln the Child Care
Center of Mesa Vista. For mort! information, call

4<sameday

14 Mexican

~

MISCELLANEOUS

Thl Prepilr!ltiQn Sp~:cialisb Stnce 1938
For Information Please Call·

ACROSS
1 Spud
6 Glass vessels
10 Isolated
rock

...-;

Pro-choice roup forms

r~rn

'-•i!-11 I<Hr.o'Uilj<t;, .,.Jllrg.taph\,

,
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2312 Cent. SE 268-8515
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KINKO'S

09;29

<tnytinu:.

t!fl~'lihll r,u,km~.

1!11)!', LfiLII~, di~~l', Vll,l!<..i,

COPIES
Overnight
31f2cea

llllP['R TUNr;-l'PS, $TO. Ynu buy pam. Hob, 265·
4U'i4.

10/16

WI\NIED EXPERIENC'I.m BICYCLE mechanic.
Partlilllc work. No cull~. Apply 2122 Coal Place SE •
09/Z9
PART TIMP. TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS
needed M-Th, 5~9pm, Sat. & Sun., J0,6prn. Puy
3.00/hr. 10 ~lan nppro;.;imately 2nd week. October.
FtH more infornmtion, call f.co Carbajnl, 271-2ZI6.

Campy and dura·acu cqurpmcnl, metallic green -and
.,j)~e•·, 23 rnt.:h frame. j'vliJH condHron. $550 or best
nlfcr 299-Mif!.
ifn
('Hf·VY IMPALA. OOOl> hody, good rmcrior,
n-lliltllc- t•nginc, 1970 mnnual tram., 2-door, ArC;,
~'·hitc A <.tt.'al m S600. C'aH24J-7409 1111U keep tl'ying,
10102

'
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